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Abstract

In antenna design there are some fundamental relationships based on reciprocity. The equiva-
lence of antenna pattern in transmission and reception is well known. Less well known is the time-
derivative relationship going from reception to transmission. These relationships are derived here and
expressed in various useful forms. Electric and magnetic dipoles are given special consideration, and the
combined fotm constructed as a terminated TEM transmission line (the BTW antenna) is discussed for its
transmission and reception properties.

antennas, TEM waves, dipole antennas
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L Introduction

There are many kinds of antennas for various applications, such as communications, radar, mea-
surements, EMP (electromagnetic pulse) simulation, etc. Some are intended to operate over narrow
bands of frequencies, while others are intended to radiatehceive transient pulses. All of these have cer-

0

tain general properties as discussed in this paper.

Assuming the use of reciprocal media there are fundamental reciprocity relations between two
antennas, and between the transmission and reception properties of the same antenna. Here these are
exhibtied in various useful forms involving open-circuit voltages, short-circuit currents, and wave
(scattering) parameters.

An important special class of antennas is that of dipoles, electric and magnetic. Most antennas
behave as such for frequencies stilciently low that the antennas are electrically small. Besides being of
interest themselves, ideal dipoles are also useful in establishing the reciprocity relation between trans-
mission and reception for more general antennas. A special kind of dipole combining electric and mag-
netic properties is also discussed in both transmission and reception.

●
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*
IL Antenna Parameters

e Consider some antenna comprised of linear reciprocal material near the coordinate origin 7 = 6.
It has a pwt (terminal pair) with voltage V and current 1 with conventions of positiie power into the antenna.
As a transmitter we have the radiated far field as

< $V(i,,s)r(s)

~ $1(7,,s)7(s)

=–V Z .
— FW(1,,s) ~~(s) = far field (transmitted)

r

f(s)
= input impedance = q;’(s)

z~(s) Fv(7r,s)

ii~(S)+i~(S) -
V(s) E source voltage

z~ (s)

source impedance

i~(s)
Zi~(S)+5.(S)

4(?,,s)

; = ‘adiation ‘irmtion

Ff(~,s) . i, = O (transverse far field) (2.1)

It is important to note that this is a far-field form which requires r + I= for bounded Isl. As discussed in ~],

for finite r = Ifi one should limit the highest frequency (or fast changes in temporal characteristics) for

such results to be valid. Recognizing this limitation let us proceed w“th this far-field form.

As a receiver consider an incident plane wave (asymptotic form of a far field) as
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ii(7jS) = iio(s) e-yi” 7

io(s)“ ~ = o

~ = direction of incidence

Receiving this wave defines

V“.c.(s) = tv(~,s) . ~O(s) = open circuit voltage

i~.c.(s) = - -&(~, s) . EO(S) = short circuit current

FL(S) = ~(~,s) @io(s) = voltage into impedance ~~(s)

The traditional effective height is iv. The other related vectors are

i&) = - ~n(s) ;V(i,s)

~L(s)
i(i~s) = i~(s)+. zL(s) i“(~,s)

noting again that positive current is for power M the antenna port.
,

Now consider the characteristics of the input impedance or

fin(s) = 1 = input admittance
Zin(S)

(2.2)

loading antenna port

(2.5)

(2.3)

(2.4)

●

As discussed in [13] one can make a pole/zero expansion of this function. The leading term might be
inductive, capacitive, or even resistive depending on the particular antenna type being considered, this
being characteristic of electrically small antennas, such as considered in Section Ill. So let us wriie

fit - ~]
ii~(S) = i?~(S) :1

~~ -~)
=

‘Pa = poles of Zh(s) = zeros of ~~(s)
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$
Szv = zeros of ijn(s) = poles of ih(s)

e *o (2.6)

where the low-frequency behavior can be summarized in the possibilities

(SL for inductance (parallel) across input
(loop or magnetic dipole)

I1— for capacitance (series) across input
Z4(S) = Sc (electric dipole)

1R for resistance across input (parallel
to capacitance, series to inductance) (2.7)

Note the poles and zeros occur in conjugate pairs in the left-halfs plane, except of course for those on the

-Q axis. The terms in (2.6) should be included in order of ascending spa and Szv , conjugate pairs

being included together in the successive approximations to maintain the conjugate symmetry at each
stage.

One can ask if these cover the various possibilities. Earty considerations thought of this as some -

kind of circuit model. Commensurate with this one can establish ~in(s) and in(s) as positiie real (p.r.)

a

functions with

@*) = %1(.)

Re[2&(s)] z O for Re[s] 20 (RHp)

ii~(S) - &q,lq\<laWAsOasl~+~in RHP (2.8)

As discussed in [14], typically q = O,i.e. ~in is resistive asymptotically in the RHP for typical realistic anten-
nas due to the construction of the antennas where signals are fed into (or out of) them.

.

in more modern considerations of the analytic properties of finite-size electromagnetic structures
comprised of perfect conductors and other simple media, it has been established that such functions are
mesomorphic in thes plane, justifying the form in (2.6) and (2.7) as being appropriate [8, 9]. Furthermore
this can be case in other forms for equivalent networks, with transmission and reception properties in-
cluded as well [10,14]. There are many appropriate references included in [12].
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Ill. Eiectriilly Small Dipoles
*

Especially irqxxtant to our consideration of general antenna properties are those of electrically
small dipoles, electric and magnetic and mmbinations thereof. By electrically small we mean that the 9
radian wavelength % (in free space as well as other appropriate materials that might be used) is large com-
pared to antenna dimensions. These g“wethe dominant properties of all electrically small antennas as
effective radiators [1,2,3,4,1 3]. For transient antennas the low-frequency properties of the pulse are
dominated by the dipole characteristics.

At low frequencies electric dipoles consisting of two separate conductors connected through a
port behave in reception as [16] -

7..=.(s) = & “ so(s)

i~.cl(s) = -s60 & . io(s)

z?= equivalent height

k = : & = ‘equivalent area

(3.1)

o

c== antenna capacitance

fin = sc~

In terms of previously defined general reception parameters we have fors + O

iv(~,s) = &

i&) = –SEO & = - Sca ~

= –Sea &(l~, s
‘)

(3.2)

In transmission at low frequencies the behavior of an electric dipole is dominated by the electric-
dipole moment as [2,4]

;(s) = @(s) & = r(s) c= &

Q(s) = antenna charge (3.3)

with the equivalent height applying in both transmission and reception [3]. The radiated far field at low
frequencies is
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,4

ir=i-irir

From this we identify fors + O

Zi,.&i@) =–* C= s

(3.4)

(3.5)

This illustrates the time-integral relationship (for low-frequencies here) going from transmission (port volt-
age) to reception (short circuit current). This applies also going from transmission (port current) to recep-
tion (open circuit voltage).

In time domain, in terms of finite energy in the energy source (pulser), we can think of a late-time

● electric-dipole moment j5(oo) representing the resulting electric-dipole moment from a capacitive source

(into a capacitive load C=) or the change from the discharge of the precharged condition of such a capaci-
tive antenna. Then in a low-frequency sense [2,4]

(3.6)

Considering the non-zero energy

ue=~ ~ Ca ‘2(-) = ~ Q(-) v(-) (3.7)

required to charge up the late-time electric-dipole moment, then (3.6) represents the best one can do at
low frequencies. As discussed in [2,4] this implies that the radiated time-domain waveform must have at
least one zero crossing (sign reversal for a not-identically-zero mmponent) to presetve zero integral over
time (or “area” of the waveform).

A related question concerns the response of such an electric dipole in reception of an incident
step-function plane wave [1, 16]. The received energy into a resistive load is proportional to an equivalent
volume

(3.8)
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t=
.

r

Given some geometrical volume with a given shape (spherical or whatever) one can consider various

electric-dipole designs to maximize Ve. Note that this equivalent volume assumes that frequencies of

interest are dominantly low, i.e. that for a resist-we load R, the character”~tic time R C= is much larger than 9

transit times acmes the antenna. For some cases (low-frequency dominated) Ve g“wesa design
optimization parameter for rece”wingand by reciprocity for radiation.

The dual low-frequency antenna is a magnetic dipole consisting of a loop (perfectly conducting)
connected to a port. In reception this behavesas[16]

fo.c.(.s) =

i~.c.(s) =

~h =

& =

fro(s)=

s/L. x~. Ii. (s)

- ~h- fio(~)

equivalent length

~ lh = equivalent area

antenna inductance

sLa

[n terms of previously defined reception parameters we have fors + O

In transmission at low frequencies the behavior of a magnetic dipole is dominated by the
magnetic-dipole moment as [4]

;(S) = i(S) &

(3.9) ●

(3.1 o)

(3.11)

The equivalent area also applies in reception (3.9). The radiated far field at low frequencies is
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~-v
= ~ 20 yz7, x & i(s)

From this we identify fors + O

.
FV(ir, s)

=~~irxih=-$+~h
4Z La

(3.12)

(3.13)

Again we have the time-integral relationship at low frequencies going from transmission (port voltage) to
reception (short circuit current), as well as going from transmission (port current) to reception (open circuit
voltage).

[n time domain a finite energy source (pulser) can drive a late-time magneticdipole moment fi(oo)

representing the resulting magnetic-dipole moment from an inductive source (opening switch into an

inductive load La), or the change from the interruption of the current already flowing in such an inductive
antenna. Then in a low-frequency sense [4]

Considering the non-zero energy

Urn=; La 12(LW)

(3.14)

(3.15)

required to produce the late-time magnetic-dipole moment, then (3.14) is the best that one can do at low
frequencies. Again as in [4] the radiated time-domain waveform must have at least one zero crossing (for a
not-identically zero component) to preserve zero integral overtime.

In reoeiving a step-function incident plane wave the received energy is proportional to an equiva-
lent volume [1, 16]

For a given geometrical volume and shape one can optimize the design of a magneticdipole antenna to

maximize Vh. Again frequencies of interest should be sufficiently low so that La/R (for resistive load R) is
large compared to transit times across the antenna for this to apply.
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IV. Antenna Reciprocity

The concept of antenna reciprocity can be mnsidered in various ways [1~, 17J For present
purposes consider two antennas designated’1” and “2” as in fig. 4.1. These are considered as a 2-port
network characterized by

o

[1
21,1(s)z~z(s)

(%?tm))= = impedance matrix

22,1(s) ip,z(s)

[1
~,l(s) F32(S)

(%?m)) = = admittance matrix

fp,,(s) F2,2(S)

which relate the two port voltages and the two port currents. With reciprocal media everywhere
~~u~abil”ky, permitiiity, and conductivii matrices all symmetric) we have the well-known reciprocity

%1(s) = 51,2(4

For completeness note that the diagonal terms are just the input impedances or admittances for the
respective antennas (if they are sufficiently far apart).

In terms of antenna-port parameters (current positive into port) substituted in (4.2) we have

which we can write as

~(p)(s) f(z)(s)~(o (s) i(’)(s) = O.c.
O.c.

W)(S) ij~.(s)s ti(2)(s)ij~!(s)

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.4)

o

(4.3)

Note that parameters neither open nor short circuit are port parameters used in transmission.
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Figure 4.1. Mutual Transmission Between Two Antennas
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P.

r.
Using the conventions in fig. 4.1 we have

transmission direction from “1’

reception dkection for M2“

transmission direction from “2”

reception dkection for w1“

-i

~=i - ir ir = i - ~ ~ = transverse dyad

From Section II we relate the open-circuit voltages and port currents via

which with the reciproc-~ relations g-we

~$)(ljs) . fi~)(l,~) = ~$)(1,~). Ff)(ird)

similarly the short-circuit currents and port voltages are related via

which now give

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

Note that (4.7) and (4.9) are equivalent by interchanging V and 1 subscripts and including the input admit-
tances of the two antennas required by this interchange via the formulas in Section Il. This can also be
expressed in terms of wave parameters with the various impedances included in the expression.
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v. Antenna Self Reciprocity

e As is well known antennas have closely related properties in transmission and reception. As dis-
cussed in Section Ill elementary dipoles have particulatfy simple responses in transmission and reception.
In the case of the electric dipole the equivalent height characterizes both transmission and reception as is
easily seen in special cases [3]. A similar simplicity can be seen for the equivalent area in the case of a
magnetic dipole (loop). A most important result concerns similar results for general antennas[11, 17].

A simple approach to this problem is to select one of the antennas, say number 2, as an elemen-
tary electric dipole for which (from (3.2) and (3.5))

Substituting in (4.7) gives

(5.1)

(5.2)

Noting that & can be chosen with arbiiraty orientation and replacing I by irtwehaveforana~trav
reciprocal antenna (superscript’1” no longer needed)

~(ir,s) s –s% i, . iv(-ir,s) (5.3)

● Stated in words the radiation from a port current is proportional to the (negative) time derivative of the
open-circuit voltage, and the angular variation (pattern) is the same with a reversal of direction.

Similarly substituting in (4.9) gives

(5.4)

Again varying the ~e orientation over 47csteradians and replacing ~ by - ir we have for general recipro-
cal antennas

(5.5)

Stated in words the radiation from a port voltage is proportional to the time derivative of the short-circuit
current, and the angular variation (pattern) is the same with a reversal of direction.

[n terms of wave parameters we have, substituting from (2.1) and (2.4),

(5.6)

While this is more complicated in form than (5.3) and (5.5) it can be simplified in interesting special cases.

a

First let the source and load impedance be the same giving
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?.

i.(s) = z~(s)

~w(tss) = -A —fl~ ~ . fi(-i,,.)
z~(s) 4Z

Next let the load impedance be a simple resistance giving

~L($) = R

‘fQ&~ . i+ir,s)fiw(ir,s)= -ls—
(5.8)

In this form the (negative) time derivative relationship reappears.

An interesting application of this result (5.8) ooncerns an antenna fed by some length of trans-

mission line of characteristic impedance ZC (frequency independent). Choosing

ZC=R (5.9)

Then the transmission line is terminated at the Ioadkource end in its characteristic impedance (no reflec-

tions there). Then, if the transmission line has transit time to,let there be a pulse from the souroe V’(f)

beginning at r = O. For a time 2r0 (at least) the transmitted vottage onto the transmission (at the input) is “
just

(5.10) ●
In terms of the radiating properties of the antenna we can then define

~(~,s) = 2Fw(~,s) (5.11)

so that the same radiated fields result. Noting that & corresponds to the voltage into the load R we can
write

giving

(5.12)

(5.13)

Note, however, that this applies, for general antennas, over times limited as in (5.1 O).
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A
w.

e dipole.

Combined Dipoles

AS discussed in [4, 5,61 there is an important case of dipoles which might be called a ~mbined
This is characterized by-

7P.im=o ,

?I=ipxim=

m(t) = Cp(r)

principal radiation direction (center of beam) (6.1)

Considerations to date have been for time invariant polarization, but jp (and ‘~) can in prinaple vary as a.
function of time. The complete dipole fields can be written out [4] (applying as long as r and % are large

compared to antenna dimensions). In the 71 (forward) direction all 3 dipole terms are balanced in the TEM

sense with impedance 20. In the -~1 (backward) direction there is a radiation null with both e–v / r and

(- 3,e–~ / r2 terms being zero. The third order term e ~/r term is nonzero in the -71 direction, but still

has

ijxz=zofi (6.2) -

@

i.e. TEM in the +?1 direction, just like in the fotward direction from the antenna.

For present putposes we have the radiated far field as

(6.3)

The angular variation includes polarization. If we square this to obtain the power angular variation (noting
the TEM character of the far field) we have

~.~p -ixim~=2[l +71. 1?] - (~p . 1)2 - (t’n . t)z (6.4)

using standard vector/dyadic identities [15]. Defining coordinates via
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x = Y cos(~) , y = W sin(o)

z = r COS(6) , Y? = r sin(~) (6.5)

the pattern function (4.4) is 4 in the +2 direction, O in the -2 direction, and 1 in the Y direction (0 = 7r/2)
independent of $. This pattern is rotationally symmetric about the z axis.

In principle there are many possible designs for such a combined dipole or @ x Fi antenna [4, 5].

For energy efficiency one may wish to have two sources separately driving the ~ (capacitive load) and i%
(inductive load). However, one may also wish to drive both (in proper balance) from a single source. Let
us consider this latter case.

As discussed for transmission (MEDIUS) [5] or as a sensor (or receiver, designated BTW [6]), this
type of antenna is a length of specially designed TEM transmission line, terminated in its characteristic
impedance (hence BTW (balanced transmission-line wave)). As indicated in fig. 6.1 this consists of a

transmission line of characteristic impedance Z=, resistively terminated in this impedance, i.e.

R = Zc (6.6)

To a good approximation

ij+) = R (6.7)

●
This is found from transmission-line theory for X >> 2h. For higher frequencies this still holds if the input

section (length .41)is a conical transmission line of this same impedance, the TEM mode dominating the
results.

As discussed in [5, 6] the dipole moments for each incremental length of transmission line are
balanced as in (6.1 ) with vector orientation as indicated in fig. 6.1. For the magnetic-dipole moment one
has the area simply as

& = & im

(6.8)Ah = [41 + 242 + 43], h

Of course we need

X>>.C=-fj+t2 +13 (6.9)

for the dipole behavior to dominate, one can integrate the charge per unit length times local spacing to get
the electric dipole moment, or just note that when driven the port parameters are related by

16
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Figure 6.1. Combined Dipole Antenna
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The dipole moments are

z(s) = & i(S)

p(s) = &. Q(s) = c= ~ V(s) (6.11)

Note this height now represents behavior in transmission, not open-circuit reception (due to the R termi-
nation). Now we have

(6.12)

so that (6.11) satisfies (6.1).

Now consider the parameters defined in Section II together with their relation as in Section V. In
transmission we have (in the electrically small regime)

_s2 NO Ah -lqlr,s) = — — {} - 1P -7, x ~}
4X CR

.- .-

&(hs) = ; %(Ivs) (with~s(s)= ~,

In reception’these become (noting that the incident field is already transverse to ~,)

1 “ ~(-lj~) = : Ak{~ “ ip -1 x l-n]

q+) = ; &(-i,s) (withZL(S)= R)

. ~(-ir,s)

(6.13) ●

(6.14)

As discussed in Section V a section of transmission line can be used to define transmitted voltage
at the antenna input (subscript-c parameters). With this chosen to have characteristic impedance R it is
matched (approximately for all frequencies) to the transmission-line antenna with termination R. The

restriction of 2to for pulses (based on time before reflections occur in transmission) can be listed for this

special kind of antenna due to the termination conditions.



~
vii. Concluding Remarks

@

As we have seen, the transmission and reception properties of antennas are closely related. One
can express these in various forms. Note, however, the restriction to distances and frequencies for which
the far-field approximation is valid.
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